Future communication networks need to harness the available spectrum more efficiently to cater the requirements of the ever-increasing digital devices. Higher data rate with low latency is a major requirement of future communication networks. Network coding is arising once more as an enabler for satisfying the bandwidth requirements of future multimedia and resource hungry services. However, network coding techniques suffer from security vulnerabilities that will eliminate any bandwidth profits. Specific attacks in network coding like pollution attacks are extremely dangerous due to the nature of encoding and spreading inside the whole network. They deteriorate the bandwidth efficiency and even disrupt proper decoding of any message at the receiving end. Further, in a wireless environment, the authenticity of intermediate nodes is not easy to ensure, making it easier for an attacker to be part of the network. Thus counteracting pollution attacks in network coding becomes very important for practical applications of network coding enabled networks in the future generations of mobile communication. There has been a lot of research interest in this direction resulting in a few interesting approaches for secure network coding. However, most of the schemes fail to meet the expected standards or incur high overheads to the system. Schemes addressing the dense heterogeneous networks efficiently are yet to be proposed. This study surveys the security vulnerabilities of network coding, particularly those imposed by pollution attacks, as well as, the corresponding countermeasures. The survey goes a step further and includes a potential secure implementation of network coding enabled 5G networks, based on cooperating small cells.
nodes to perform linear operations on the packets it receives in its incoming edges and send these encoded packets in their outgoing edges instead of simply forwarding the packets. This reduces the number of packets to be sent over a channel and helps to achieve the maximum efficiency promised by the max flow min cut theorem [12] . The initial studies and discussions of network coding were explained with the basic example of a butterfly network performing X-OR additions on the packets, as shown in fig.1 . In the given example, each edge or channel has an upper bound of one bit at a time and combining information at node D helps to achieve the optimal efficiency in sending the packets from source A to destinations E and F. Further, it has evolved from simple modulo additions of two packets to encoding multiple packets and sending the digital evidence instead of whole packets. This significantly improves the bandwidth efficiency of the network. Linear network coding also incites robustness and adaptability of the environment [13] . Since network coding tries to achieve optimum efficiency in terms of bandwidth usage by sending combined packets over different channels, it also enables some erasure corrections and imparts some resistance against man in the middle attacks. However, network coding by itself provides only a weak security [14] . Network coding [10] proves to be a worthy candidate to enable cooperation between the small cells to provide higher throughput over the network. Further with random linear network coding [15] , it also becomes very suitable for the wireless environment with unstable topology. In a cooperative environment, it can produce the upper bound efficiency in multicasting. The future networks with small cell environment featuring device to device communication and cooperative environment of devices, try to ensure that every user in the network will be fairly provided with the required services [16] [17] [18] . In such a cooperative environment, as shown in fig 2, the receivers would receive partial streams from the channel and cooperate with the neighbouring nodes to create the complete information. This improves the bandwidth efficiency of the system compared to the current LTE based network without cooperation as illustrated in fig 3. Even though network coding provides a highly resilient and bandwidth efficient communication, it also introduces new vulnerabilities in the security system. Network coding inherently provides weak security against some known attacks like eavesdropping, due to the coding and recoding at the nodes, it also suffers from specific security threats. Pollution attacks could be termed as one of the biggest and specific challenges to be addressed by network coding environment. Since every participating node can recode the packets it received, a malicious node in the network can send a packet that doesn't belong to the original content and it can completely mislead the other benign nodes from retrieving the original content. The pollution attack becomes very dangerous in case of multiple intermediate nodes being connected between the source and destinations since it spreads across the network as the malicious packet moves on. Pollution attack and its effects are discussed in a more detailed manner in the subsequent sections of the paper. This paper analyses the security challenges of network coded cooperation for mobile small cells with emphasis on pollution attacks. Even though there have been some interesting surveys on the security of network coding implementations [19] [20] [21] , an extensive study focused on pollution attacks and countermeasures on the background of upcoming 5G and beyond network requirements is still valid. This paper focuses on different types of pollution attacks in the network coding environment and discusses some of the major countermeasures against pollution attacks in the literature, in detail with comparisons. Further, the paper stresses the cryptographic based integrity schemes to cop up with the requirements in the future generation networks and work towards a secure network coding enabled mobile small cells for 5G networks. The paper also discusses some proposed integrity schemes for secure mobile small cells and the future research directions and challenges existing in this domain. This paper differs from most of the state of the art with the specific focus on the analysis of different integrity schemes with the backdrop of future network requirements. The remaining sections of the paper are as follows. Section II discuss some preliminary concepts of network coding followed by III discussing the additional requirements and KPIs for security schemes in 5G environment and provides a base for the topics of further discussion. Section IV discuss the security concerns of network coding with an emphasis on pollution attacks. It is followed by a section discussing the pollution attacks and countermeasures existing in literature against these attacks. Section VI compares the different important research directions in the literature. Section VII discusses the specific security requirements for a secure implementation of network coding enabled cooperative small cells. The paper concludes by discussing the future directions towards a secure and energy efficient network coding enabled small cells for next-generation wireless technologies.
II. NETWORK CODING PRELIMINARIES
Before discussing further regarding the security challenges of network coding aware protocols, this section introduces some preliminary concepts about different network coding protocols. Starting from the basic concept of modulo additions of two information flows, network coding has evolved to different detailed protocols suitable for different network conditions and different application types. In general, we can divide them into two types based on the network state awareness of the nodes, as State aware NC protocols and Stateless NC protocols [22] . In state aware network coding protocols, like COPE [23] , the participating nodes have some idea regarding the network topology and utilize this information for improved performances in terms of throughput and robustness. The state aware NC protocols are very efficient since the nodes have local state awareness about the neighbouring nodes and network topology, but this dependency on the network topology also makes the system more vulnerable to attacks such as wormhole, blackhole and eavesdropping. COPE is one of the well-known state aware NC protocols, based on an opportunistic coding approach, and few other such protocols are discussed in [24] [25] [26] .
State aware NC protocols are suitable if the network conditions are almost stable. However, in the wireless networks including a lot of mobile devices, this situation is very hard to achieve. Moreover, the dependence of the communication protocols on network state and topology also introduce security vulnerabilities. Stateless NC protocols, like randomized network coding [15] are more suitable for the wireless networks. In stateless NC protocols, the mixing and coding of packets don't depend on the network topology. These protocols do not expect any specific network conditions and code the packets such as if a node receives enough number of individual packets from whatever incoming links, independent of the network state, the receiver will be able to decode the packets. Stateless NC protocols are very much suitable to dynamic topologies, such as in the case of mobile ad-hoc networks. It also makes stateless NC protocols better suited for future wireless networks. Since these protocols don't depend on the network conditions, they also provides better immunity to many security challenges. However, it also needs more sophisticated coding operations compared to state aware protocols. Further, these network coding operations need to be performed in a relatively larger finite field to ensure that the coding and decoding operations are performed securely and efficiently. This introduces a little extra overhead in terms of computation and communication requirements for the systems employing stateless NC protocols.
Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC) [27] is the most common and popular stateless NC protocol. RLNC is emerging as one of the most efficient and suitable systems for network coding enabled wireless networks. It enables the nodes to encode the packets with the help of locally generated random coefficients and broadcast the packets. This also reduces the requirement of predefined paths making it very much suitable for the wireless environment. In RLNC based networks, original packets will be appended with some random coefficients. These random coefficients act as a key to decode the original packets. Thus decoding of an RLNC packet becomes a problem of solving a set of equations with a fixed number of variables. It also improves the erasure correction since a receiver can decode the packets if it receives a particular number of coded packets. These advantages of RLNC make it the most suitable candidate for future mobile communication networks.
Another classification of network coding systems is based on the mixing of packets in the intermediate nodes. When there are more than one source nodes in the network, there is a chance multiple information flows passing through a particular node. Based on how the network coding operations are performed over multiple flows, there is another classification of network coding protocols as inter-flow network coding and intra-flow network coding. In intra-flow network coding, the intermediate nodes perform network coding only on individual flows [28] [29] [30] . That means, only the packets from the same source will be considered for coding at the intermediate nodes. However, in the inter-flow network coding schemes packets from multiple flows are mixed together during recoding at the intermediate nodes as shown in different schemes like [31] [32] [33] . This could enhance the efficiency of coding, however, makes the system very complex and extremely difficult to identify the security threats. IN interflow NC protocols, packets from different sources are coded together, which requires a highly secure and authenticated environment. Also, this makes even homomorphic signature schemes [34] which are commonly used with inter-flow network coding to ensure the integrity of packets invalid because of the multiple sources generating packets in a single encoded packet.
The future wireless networks involve a lot more mobile devices and dynamic topologies. The stand-alone small cells and highly mobile devices make the network topology unpredictable. Further, a large number of devices with digital identity also makes it difficult to authenticate and ensure a preemptive trusted environment. Impersonation and identity management in the IoT environment [35] also leads to several challenges in ensuring a secure and authenticated environment as preferred by inter-flow coding schemes. Thus further in this survey, we concentrate mainly on intra-flow, RLNC based approaches, unless it is mentioned otherwise. This also helps to create a balance between the security of the system with the complexity of coding operations.
III. REQUIREMENTS OF INTEGRITY SCHEME IN 5G ENIVROMENT
Future communication networks are expected to handle a dense network of mobile devices with vivid capabilities and requirements. The heterogeneity of the network will be multidimensional; varies in terms of computational capability, memory availability, radio access technologies, application requirements, mobility, and resource requirements. Further, with the small cell environment, the network architecture itself can vary during the communication. In such a vivid environment, the security challenges also manifolds. Any security scheme to address a mobile small cell environment has to meet some additional requirements other than the security concern [36].
A. SCALABILITY
The wireless environment undergoes frequent changes. The participating devices will be moving around and the network dynamics reshape very frequently. Further, devices moving from one small cell to another or joining or leaving the network make the network unpredictable. Also, it rules out any pre-defined or rigid initial conditions for a security scheme. Any security or integrity scheme for a mobile small cell environment needs to address the challenges of mobile nodes and also varying network topology. For example, it can not depend on a strict key pre-distribution for ensuring security. Also it should be able to accommodate new nodes to join the network during the communication and works without any disruption if some node leaves the network during the process. The system should work flawlessly with a few participants and should also be capable of handling a dense network without any issues.
B. OVERHEADS
Security schemes always incur some overhead on the system. Keeping these overheads to a minimum is a primary criterion during the design of any integrity scheme. There are different overheads to be considered during the process, mainly communication, computational and storage overheads. Storage overheads are mainly due to the additional keys that every node will have to store to perform the verification process. The communication or bandwidth overhead occurs due to the additional information that is needed to pass through the communication channel. Higher the number of bits used to ensure the security, lower the bandwidth efficiency of the system. It is also to be noted that if any other fixed channel is being used for any security-related information, this may not be considered in the overhead calculation because another fixed channel is being used to send those signals. Computational overheads due to the integrity schemes are generally because of the additional finite field operations required for the integrity schemes. Generally, in MAC based schemes the computational costs are measured in terms of finite field multiplications which create considerable overhead and additions are considered as negligible overheads. In homomorphic signature based schemes, finite field exponentiations are required to perform the verifications and these have higher computational complexity than multiplications. During the performance evaluations, these overheads are either measured using such mathematical relationships or as processing time consumed by the additional operations. Dependency of these overheads on the number of users, if any, also leads to scalability issues which are discussed in some of the schemes explained in the following sections.
C. LATENCY
Low latency communication is one of the major targets of 5G and future networks. The end to end latency in communication is expected to be as low as a few milliseconds in the upcoming generations. Any significant computational delay or communication delay as part of the integrity scheme can have an adverse effect on the end to end latency of the network. Further, schemes depending on time asymmetry also introduce some delay in completing the communication. Along with latency, delay in initialization of any node with the network is also considered during the studies, for example, pre-distribution of keys. If the initialization process can be done without considering the network topology during the device manufacturing, then it is omitted while calculating initialization delay.
From the design perspective of any security scheme, these three requirements and their interdependency are very important. The overhead can also depend on the topology and varies with the number of users in the network. Thus the size of the network does affect the overhead constraints as well. In this study, we focus on these constraints of the state of the art integrity schemes and discuss how well each scheme suit for future wireless networks.
IV. SECURE NETWORK CODING AND POLLUTION ATTACKS
Security challenges in network coding were first studied in [37] in 2002. A secure network coding scheme for a communication system over a wiretape network (CSWN). They analyzed the security of linear coding over a wiretap network where one of the links are compromised by a wiretapper and proposed the sufficient condition for a secure and decodable linear network coding system. This was one of the initial works combining network coding with information security. From then onwards there has been a lot of research in analysing the security of network coding schemes. As shown in [37] linear coding itself gives some security against wiretapping but it also suffers from other security challenges. Some of these challenges like pollution attacks are extremely severe in network coding scenario compared to normal switching networks since the packets in transition are being coded at intermediate nodes. In this section, we analyse some commonly known security challenges from the perspective of a network coded environment summerizing some of the existing works on the security of network coding [19] [20] [21] and also discuss the pollution attack as a special case of security challenges.
One of the major security challenges in a wireless environment is eavesdropping or wiretapping. It corresponds to an attacker who has compromised a link and listens to the packets being transmitted over that link. This passive attack over the information that is passed over the compromised links is very common in the wireless environment. Depending on the capabilities of the compromised links or nodes, the severity of attacks can vary from gathering of partial content to capturing important messages, keys and other valuable information. References [14] , [38] are a few initial studies on how network coding systems react to eavesdropping. In network coding environment, simple wiretapping becomes difficult due to the coded packet transmission. Especially in stateless NC protocols, wiretapping a link or a particular node may not help the attacker to gain any useful information. For example in RLNC, the packets will be coded with random coefficients and sent over random channels so only capturing the packets in a single channel will not help the attacker to decode any useful information [37] , [39] . Thus, network coding inherently provides some weak security against Eavesdropping. Further improvements in preventing eavesdropping in network coding are studied in different works like [39] - [41] .
Another common passive attack over wireless networks is traffic monitoring and analysis where an adversary node will try to analyze the data traffic to find traffic trends and some information about the participating nodes and network topology. The authorization of intermediate nodes to recode the incoming packets make it a bit difficult to prevent traffic analysis in a network coded environment. However, a proper encoding scheme will help to protect the privacy of nodes. Further, the stateless NC schemes do not provide much information about the network topology making the attack insignificant. A few schemes have studied the impact of traffic analysis in network coding environments and proposed schemes which are efficient in preventing such attacks [42] [43] [44] .
When network coding provides better security than legacy routing schemes to passive attacks, the effect of active attacks like Byzantine modification can be very dangerous with NC based networks. The network coding schemes allows the intermediate nodes to recode and mix the packets on the fly which makes it difficult to identify if any activity by a node is legit or not. In traditional routing networks, any modification to the packets on the fly can be considered as a malicious activity wherein network coding the modification of packets on the fly makes the essence of the scheme. Thus active attacks that directly disrupt the network operation or packets being transmitted become dangerous in network coding environments [20] . Different types of denial of service (DoS) attacks can target network coding aware schemes and be destructive. Denying one or a small set of nodes from participating in the communication protocol may not have a significant impact on a stateless NC protocol but as the volume of attack increases, the number of packets being received at the sink will reduce and it can result in a state of not enough packets to properly decode the information. The DoS attacks in network coding environment are studied in detail by [45] and some of the common denial of service prevention schemes for wireless networks are discussed in [46] [47] [48] . Further, jamming also accounts for DoS in the wireless networks. In network coding environment, jamming a node can be done easily by sending a lot of packets to it from different adversary nodes. It will also be difficult for an intermediate node to find out which packets are genuine and should be used for generating its own coded packet. However, simply not forwarding a packet to prevent packet flow in a network coding environment is not that vital since packets are received in different incoming channels and most of the time no particular channel will be specifically important. However, this sending of bogus packets to jam a node can also lead to resource depletion problem and prevent the node from participating in the communication [49] [50] [51] .
Another major attack in network coding environment is related to the entropy of packets being sent. Especially with linear network coding schemes, the receiving nodes require enough number of innovative packets received at the sink to properly decode the packets. As the number of non-innovative packets received increases, the efficiency of the scheme is dropping and resources are wasted. The entropy attack is when an attacker node, mostly an insider node, repeatedly sends valid but non-innovative packets down its outgoing links. This leads to the resource exhaustion at the receiving nodes and degrades the efficiency of the scheme. It can be more serious if these packets may be innovative for the immediate neighbour but of no use for a node down the communication line, known as global entropy attack. Reference [52] simulates entropy attacks and differentiate between local entropy where the packets are non-innovative for the immediate downstream node and global entropy where the packets are innovative for the immediate node but not for a distant downstream node. A few other studies are also done on entropy attacks over network coding [53] , [54] .
Byzantine fabrication and modification are the major and most popular active attacks in network coding environments. In byzantine fabrication attacks, the attacker creates packets with invalid content and transmit over the network. It can also be a fabrication of invalid headers like routing table overflow, route poisoning or ACK pollution [55] [56] [57] [58] . Byzantine modification or pollution attacks are the most popular and dangerous attack among the different network coding security challenges [19] . Also, it is one of the most studied security challenges specific to network coding environment. In pollution attacks, the malicious insider nodes will perform incorrect coding operations and send invalid packets over the downstream links. This will lead to the decoding of incorrect packets at the sink and negate whatever throughput efficiency being achieved by network coding. However, the intermediate nodes cannot be prevented from coding the packets it received, thus preventing pollution attacks difficult. Pollution attacks are epidemic if unchecked at the earliest possible node. Once a polluted packet is introduced in the network, it could spread over all the paths it travels and multiplies the degradation of the throughput efficiency. Further, with inter-flow networks, it becomes more complex because no node cannot be completely trusted and mixing different flows make it very complicated to detect polluted packets. However, we restrict our studies to only intra-flow NC protocols, as mentioned before. Allowing intermediate nodes to mix and code the packets result in a completely new packet being in transit with some information about the original packets. This completely contradicts the basics of most of the commonly used integrity schemes. Further, the authenticity and genuineness of the intermediate nodes come to question. If an intermediate node inserts a malicious packet into the coding process, the receiving nodes won't be able to decode the original packets even if it receives enough number of innovative packets. Increasing the devastation of a malicious packet being inserted, it can travel in the network, getting mixed and coded with more packets and completely dismantle the information being transmitted. This is one of the major challenges in the network coding paradigm, known as pollution attack. Figure 4 shows the conditions of RLNC without a malicious node in the network and Fig. 5 shows an RLNC network including a malicious node. Pollution attacks are one of the most dreaded attacks in a network coded environment because it negates all the advantages imparted by network coding by exploiting the basic concept of network coding. Commonly used encryption schemes and cryptographic solutions for the integrity of packets won't work with network coding enabled environment since the packets in transit are frequently modified. Thus homomorphic cryptographic schemes emerge as the cryptographic solution for network coding enabled networks. Homomorphic schemes allow some degree of computations over the encrypted packets and still be able to decrypt them. This suits the requirement of network coding paradigm for integrity schemes. However, there are few other approaches including information theoretic schemes which ensure the security of network coding. A detailed analysis of many interesting approaches for secure network coding against pollution attacks is discussed in the next section.
V. COUNTERMEASURES TO POLLUTION ATTACKS IN NETWORK CODING
The pollution attack in network coding is catastrophic due to its nature of spreading to the whole communication channels after the first injection of a polluted packet. Since the packets are mixed or coded and then forwarded at every node, a polluted packet if not detected, will also get involved in the VOLUME 8, 2020 process and pollutes all the packets with it. Thus detecting the pollution attack at the earliest point is of utmost importance. There are different integrity schemes against pollution attacks in network coding. Since mobility and heterogeneity are among the basic requirements of future networks, stateless network coding should be considered. Further, Random linear network coding (RLNC) has been identified and proposed for wireless networks [27] so we will analyze the techniques which are most suitable for RLNC based networks. Broadly, all these can be divided into the following two types. 1) Cryptographic Approaches 2) Information Theoretic (Non-Cryptographic) Approaches
A. CRYPTOGRAPHIC APPROACHES
Existing cryptographic approaches do not work for network coding environments due to the mixing of packets on the go. In legacy networks, once a packet is generated at the sender, it will never change while in transition, unless it is modified by a malicious user. This enables the generally used cryptographic schemes such as signature schemes to verify the integrity of packets in transit. However, in network coding enabled networks, intermediate nodes are capable of coding the packets which make such approaches out of scope.
The integrity schemes to be used in network coding should be homomorphic in nature. The basic requirement for such schemes is that it should be able to verify the integrity of packets even if linear mathematical computations are performed over the packets. In other words, the integrity schemes for network coding enabled networks should be able to verify the integrity of individual packets from linear combinations of these packets. Homomorphic cryptographic schemes are again classified into homomorphic signature schemes and homomorphic message authentication codes (MACs). Homomorphic signatures work by signing a linear subspace of the original packets so that any combination of them can be identified with the signature attached to it. On the other hand, in homomorphic MAC based schemes, a tag with homomorphic properties (i.e, if two vector-tag pairs (v 1 , t 1 ) and (v 2 , t 2 ) are given, anyone can create the tag t for vector y = a 1 v 1 + a 2 v 2 ) is attached to each packet. Any cryptographic scheme requires some keys to be distributed between the participating nodes in order to do the integrity check. Signaturebased schemes employ public key cryptography where MAC based schemes employ private key cryptography. In both cases, most of the times, the keys are pre-distributed by a secure key distribution center, as shown in Fig. 6 . Some of the cryptographic schemes are discussed below. Few of these schemes use both signatures and MACs to provide better security while some use specific key distribution scenarios to prevent situations of more than one compromised nodes in the network. In 2006, the homomorphic signatures for network coding are proposed by Charles, Jain, and Lauter [34] . This work proposed a homomorphic signature scheme based on elliptic curves to ensure the security of network coding. The proposed scheme was capable of signing a linear space with signatures so that the network coded packets can also be verified. The signature scheme claims to have hardness levels of discrete log problem and co-Diffie-Hellman problem on elliptic curves. Even though this work manages to avoid the requirement of the secure channel for the hash value exchange, the complexity of the proposed scheme was very high. Each node will have a signature creation overhead of O(d in logp log 1+ε q) bit operations, where d in is the in-degree of the vertex in(e and verification overhead of O((d + k) log 2+ε q) bit operations per signature h(e). However, this scheme has a fixed bandwidth overhead of 2 log q bits per signature, which depends only on the chosen prime numbers. It was suitable for a linear network coded environment but imposes a high computational complexity of Weil pairing for internal nodes and encoding-decoding processes and initial requirements of finding a suitable elliptic curve and torsion points.
Microsoft was one of the initial beneficiaries of network coding. They launched a file swarming application called Microsoft Secure Content Downloader, based on network coding [59] . It explains a cooperative secure network coding for large-scale content distribution with mobile clients in a heterogeneous network. Further, they extended this work to explain the security aspects of the system in [60] . This work addresses the entropy and jamming attacks (pollution attack) and proposes a basic homomorphic hash based security mechanism. However, they further emphasize a cooperative security scheme to reduce the computational complexity due to the hash verification process. Even though the idea was proposed for content distribution, it can be well connected with the requirements of wireless mobile networks. However, this scheme expects there is a secure channel for communicating the hash values between the nodes. It is discussed in this paper by scaling this network from a finite set of users and fixed percentage of malicious users to a theoretically infinite number of users. However, the hash based schemes need a private key being shared between each pair of the nodes and this creates challenges in a practical network to ensure a completely connected mesh network. The computational overheads and running time depend on the multiplications for hash calculation and exponentiations for hash verifications which in turn depends on the number of malicious users, packet size, number of codewords. As we already discussed, homomorphic hashes are computationally complex than homomorphic signatures or MACs.
An efficient homomorphic signature scheme against pollution attacks [61] was proposed by Zhen Yu et.al. in 2008. It was one of the initial proposals to use RSA type asymmetric key cryptography to create a homomorphic signature scheme against pollution attacks. The scheme introduces a linearly homomorphic signature scheme which enables the forward nodes to sign over their outputs using the signatures they received as inputs and used for encoding, without knowing the private key of the source node. It enables the intermediate nodes to verify the incoming packets using the public key of the source node and coding coefficients attached to the packets. Further, the scheme enables batch verification of messages which will help to reduce the computations required at the intermediate nodes. Most of the security schemes against pollution attacks based on homomorphic signature follow the same pattern of signature generation. The security of this scheme depends on the hard problem of integer factorization to find a valid signature for a polluted packet or finding a hash collision for a genuine packet which corresponds to a discrete logarithm problem. Finding a hash collision by brute forcing depends on the finite field used for the network coding scheme. Authors also considered the situation of resourceconstrained nodes such as wireless sensor networks where computation and verification of signatures may create an unacceptable overhead and proposed a lightweight security scheme by compromising the security level of the scheme. This lightweight signature scheme could be compromised if the malicious node could listen to a number of packets and signatures. Still, the scheme was much faster than the previous one in terms of computation and verification of signatures. This work also presents a comparative study of the overheads and running time for the proposed security scheme and its lightweight alternative against the [34] , [60] . The computational overhead of the original scheme is slightly higher than [60] but reduced in the lightweight scheme. However, it is to be noted that the verification of the signatures still requires (2 + m + n) exponentiation and this overhead is not reduced in the alternative scheme as well. The running time for signature verification on a Pentium IV, 3GHz Linux machine was 1.43s per message during the simulations. However, Yun et al. [62] identified the flows in this work and proposes minor changes to make it properly homomorphic. However, the scheme is still vulnerable to trivial no-message attacks or if the adversary is able to eavesdrop some messages, the scheme can be completely compromised.
In 2009, NCS1 and NCS2 signature schemes [63] were proposed by Dan Boneh et.al. which further explained the algorithms for homomorphic signatures for network coding systems. NCS1 is a homomorphic signature scheme based on the random oracle model and its security is based on the co-CDH assumption in the random oracle model. The second scheme, NCS2 is based on a weaker discrete logarithm assumption and it is an extension of the work by Krohn et al. [64] . In both the proposals, the authors try to ensure secure signatures over a linear subspace. It enables the verification procedures even if genuine packets are mixed up by the intermediate nodes. The tuple of polynomial time algorithms (Gen, Sign, Combine, and Verify) explained in the context of NCS1 is followed in most of the homomorphic signature schemes, with modifications in the algorithm, but the method of explanation has become somewhat standard. These schemes enable secure signing of a linear subspace and ensure that knowledge of a signature doesn't allow any adversary to forge a valid signature for an element out of the subspace without solving the mathematically hard problems. It also facilitates the signing of the stream of data, without knowing the whole file from the starting. The NCS schemes also define a lower bound on the signature size as mlog 2 p where m is the size of the generation and p is the field size. In NCS, the signature creation requires m+n exponentiations in the bilinear group. These signature based schemes do not depend on the number of participants because a public key is used for verification and it can be easily distributed to all the participants. There is no need for a secure channel or private key pairs to be shared with all the participant nodes.
Homomac [65] was introduced in 2009 as an integrity scheme based on Message Authentication Codes to prevent pollution attacks in network coding. A triple (Sign, Combine, Verify) of polynomial time algorithms is proposed to explain the homomac. Authors propose a homomorphic MAC scheme based on the classic MAC of Carter and Wagman [66] to satisfy the requirements of network coding. It ensures that if an intermediate node has two vector-tag pairs, it can create a tag for the combination of the known vectors from the known tags. Thus only the source node will create the tags from original packets and the intermediate nodes combine the vectors and corresponding tags to create new encoded packets. The verification process using the shared secret key ensures that any received packets with genuine tags are not modified. However, in this case, only the sink node which has secret keys can verify the tags. In order to facilitate verification at the intermediate nodes, they use a key distribution mechanism similar to Canetti et al. [67] . This broadcast MAC is the useful version of homomac and it is c-collision resistant secure against pollution attack as per the definition. It means that the scheme is secure unless c neighbouring nodes are simultaneously compromised or malicious. The security aspect of homomac depends on two cases: the attacker could forge a tag for a nonexistent vector or the attacker could find another vector that matches one of the existing tags. The first case is a computationally hard problem and the second case has a very less probability based on the field size (usually 2 8 ) of the generation. Further, it is possible to enhance this security by adding multiple tags to a packet, at the expense of more computational and communicational overhead. The MAC creation and verification overhead depend on the number of multiplications being performed. In Homomac, n + m multiplications are needed to create one tag. However, to prevent colluding attackers in the broadcast MAC integrity scheme, the sender attaches l tags and each receiving node will verify only a tuple of them depending on the keys available to that particular node. A c-cover based key distribution is performed to ensure that the scheme is c-collision resistant. However, this creates a scalability issue. Homomac and most of the MAC based integrity schemes that followed it depended on some kind of specific key distribution schemes (mostly ccollision resistant). Such systems need to append more tags to ensure colluding attackers can not deceive the integrity scheme. This increases the bandwidth overhead but does not improve the detection probability proportionally. Further, in a dense network of mobile users, deciding the number of possible colluding users is a challenge.
Another signature scheme against pollution attacks is explained in [68] by MinJi Kim et. al. This paper emphasizes the destructive and exponentially increasing contaminating nature of pollution attacks in a peer-to-peer network. Further, they propose a signature scheme which enables the detection of contaminated packets on the fly. Authors propose a signature based on an orthogonal vector to the original packet vectors. This orthogonal vector is signed by the source using it's private key and distributed. Any node can verify the signature and get this orthogonal vector. Then, the verification of any linear combination of original vectors is possible using this scheme. Finding another vector which will be capable of breaking this scheme is as hard as a discrete logarithm problem by definition. This will also help to prevent multiple contaminations at a single benign node and thus ensure the maximum bandwidth efficiency for the transmission. This scheme has an overhead of approximately 6% if the signature is applied per file. The actual overhead is 6(m + l)/ml times the file size where m packets of l-dimensional vector space over the finite field are considered in a generation.
An identity-based signature scheme for network coding was proposed by Jiang et al. [69] . The proposed scheme features a dynamic identity-based authentication and signature scheme which also enables batch verification of packets. A multi-level binary authentication tree (M-BAT) is introduced to properly mitigate the corrupted packets. The signature scheme is based on the bilinear map and pseudo-identity. Finding a hash collision for the signature is as hard as computing discrete logarithm problem and the pseudo identity PID will be changed periodically which prevents signature forging attacks as well. This paper also performs an overhead comparison with [34] , [61] . The proposed approach has similar overhead for signing the packets but has a reduced overhead for verification since the identity based signature scheme has eliminated the requirement of modular exponentiation and reduced the number of pairing operations required. With the batch verification the overhead is reduced further. They also analyzed the communicational cost and explained the fixed computational costs the scheme introduces. It is mentioned that the identity based cryptography does not require any certificates (125 bytes as per IEEE 1609.2 standard [70] ) to be associated with the signature, but only a smaller identity information (44 bytes) along with a fixed 22 bytes of ECDSA signature similar to [34] .
RIPPLE [71] was the first integrity scheme based on symmetric key cryptography to address tag pollution attacks and an arbitrary number of collusion between adversaries. The tag pollution attacks significantly reduce the network efficiency by altering the tags which will be checked in later levels of authentication. This will result in discarding of many packets when the altered tags are found which in turn reduces the network efficiency. RIPPLE utilizes MACs to provide security and use nested MACs to prevent tag pollution attack. Further, it uses the RIPPLE transmission protocol to provide time asymmetry for secure key transmission. In this protocol, the whole network is considered as a tree structure and the packets are transmitted in a wavelike fashion to each level. Further, the keys used to create MACs are transmitted by the source in a different time interval, for level by level. This ensures the authenticity of the packets and tags associated with them. The computational complexity of RIPPLE is lesser compared to most of the previous schemes, however, the new tags being created at each node and nested tags impose a significant communicational overhead. The total number of modular multiplications needed to verify L tags is L × (n + m + (L − 1)/2) where n is the size of original packets and m is the number of packets in the generation. Further, to compute the tags for outgoing packets, each node has to perform (L − 1)w/2 multiplications on average for a network with every node having same number of parents and w is the number of incoming edges. However, the communication overhead of RIPPLE scheme increases as it travel number of hopes. Further, the key sharing based on time asymmetry introduce accumulative delay in the network and increases with the levels (number of hopes) making the RIPPLE transmission protocol may not be suitable for practical applications requiring low latency wireless connections wireless networks with D2D communications over multiple hops.
Nuttapong [72] et.al. explains an extension of the NCS scheme proposed in [68] and presents a homomorphic signature scheme for network coding in the standard model. The authors utilize a dual encryption model for security than the random oracle model. They extend the NCS scheme by adding a compatibility check algorithm to ensure the randomness and uses a pseudorandom function to partially generalize the system so that the source doesn't have to wait for the complete file to start encoding. Instead of signing all the span of the subspace of vectors here signatures are defined over the vectors that are being transmitted at that particular moment. However, this additional computation to make the scheme homomorphic also imposes a computational overhead on the previous proposed scheme.
In 2011, MacSig [73] was proposed as an integrity scheme combining both symmetric key based MAC and public key based signatures to provide security against both data pollution and tag pollution attacks. The signature and MAC schemes proposed for MacSig are based on the concept of padding for orthogonality, where the source pads every packet with an extra symbol/tag such that the subspace spanned by this extra symbols/tags is orthogonal to a specific vector. This helps to verify the integrity of the packets received at a node by verifying whether the padded packets map it to zero. Authors explain the constructions of homomorphic subspace MACs (HSM) and homomorphic subspace Signatures (HSS) using the concept of padding for orthogonality. Further, they explain the double random key distribution to prevent the adversary from predetermining a combination of compromised nodes to pass the verification. In the proposed MacSig protocol, each receiver nodes are distributed with a random subset of keys by the source and the source itself choose random keys to create a number of tags for each generation (double random key distribution). A number of tags are created over the packets and a signature is created over these tags to prevent pollution attacks. While signing, the augmented coefficients are also considered to improve the security of the signature. Each node on the network could verify the signature using the public key of the source and then verify at least one MAC using the subset of keys it holds. This scheme has a better performance against previous cryptographic solutions in terms of computational and communicational overheads as well as prevents tag pollution attacks as well. The bandwidth overhead of MacSig was defined as (l+1)/(m+n)+32l/|p|(m+n) where |p| is the field size and l is number of tags and to verify a packet the node has to perform (m+l +1) exponentiations and (m+n+1)l multiplications. However, with the double random key distribution, the number of tags to be verified (proportionally number of multiplications) is reduced. Further, successful implementation of double random key distribution is challenging in the dense environment.
Catalano et al. [74] proposed two network coding signatures in the standard model in 2012. The first proposal was based on the q-Strong Diffie Hellman assumption proposed by Boneh and Boyen [75] and another one as an extension to their own previous work in [76] , based on RSA assumption. The authors propose both their schemes without depending on the random oracle still achieving similar performances. The first proposal based on q-SDH achieves most efficiency among the already existing standard model integrity schemes. The computational overheads for signing and verifying the signature remains same as the overhead of [68] , [72] but reduces the signature size to a function of the security parameter λ for eg.: 512 bits if the security parameter k = 128 bits of security and asymmetric pairings. However, the key size is not fixed as the previous schemes, but varies proportionally with the packet size and number of packets in a generation, m + n. The RSA assumption based signatures is an optimization of [76] by allowing lower exponents and computing over mode(e) to restrict the vector coordinates from growing beyond limits. However, the schemes based on the standard model underperform slightly compared to the integrity schemes based on random oracle heuristic.
A TESLA-based homomorphic MAC scheme [77] was proposed for authentication in a P2P live streaming environment. This scheme uses the idea of loose time synchronization and delayed key sharing from the source to other nodes as proposed in the TESLA protocol for multicast authentication [78] . The homomorphic MAC forms an integral part of the scheme and used to verify the integrity of the packets. However, they have modified it to PMAC using a pseudorandom generator and a pseudorandom function to reduce the key size and computational overhead. Further, they use a test tag along with the MAC tag to ensure that the network coding processing is done properly with the help of the delayed key distribution from the server. This requires that every node has to buffer the received packet for an interval, but the high throughput can still be achieved by simultaneously transmitting multiple generations of packets. The computational overhead due to the proposed scheme includes a one time computation of m + l PRF calls and one PRG call and (n + 2m + l)(|P N | + 1) multiplication over F q per node per packet where |P N | is the size of the set of parent nodes for node N and l is the number of MAC tags. The communication overhead due to MAC tags and test tags combines to be |P N | · (3l + 1)log 2 q bits.
Key Predistribution-based Tag Encoding (KEPTE) [79] was proposed in 2014. It is a hybrid cryptographic-based integrity scheme against pollution attacks in network coding. KEPTE utilizes different keys for creating tags at the source and to verify the tags on intermediate and receiving nodes. However, it differs from a signature scheme since it is not a public key cryptographic approach. KEPTE is a private predistributed key based scheme which encodes the packets with tags. It provides a number of keys to the source (to create tags) and a unique pair of the key to all other receiving nodes. These keys hold the mathematical relationship to verify the tags created using the keys distributed to the source by using the unique pair of keys held by other nodes. Thus it reduces the key storage overhead at the intermediate nodes as well provides better computational efficiency as well. Further, in 2016, [80] studies the KEPTE protocol and improvements in the key distribution and management scheme are proposed. KEPTE discuss the computational complexity for the initialization or the key distribution separately and then discuss the computations required for signing and verifying the tags. For the initializing process the overhead is in the order (N 3 + N 2 (m + n)), where N is the number of tags. For signing the packet, source node has to perform computations in the order (N (m + n) ) where for verification process at the receiving nodes has a complexity O(m+n+N ). Each packet has N tags attached to it which gives an overhead ratio of N /m+n. From the storage point of view, the source has to store N keys each of size equal to a data packet and the recipient nodes need to store two secret vectors each with (N + m + n) |log 2 P| bits.
A null space-based homomorphic MAC scheme [81] capable of detecting pollution attacks was introduced in 2016. This work focuses on using the null space properties to prevent the tags from getting corrupted. The integrity of the packet is ensured by using cryptographic tags as proposed in the previous schemes and then these tags are swapped with few of the symbols of the coded packet so that the adversary cannot distinguish between the coded packet and the tags. This makes it difficult to corrupt the tags and prevents tag pollution attacks with an attack probability which will depend on the probability of successfully guessing the swap. But the swapping of tags with the packet symbols is decided on a pseudorandom function derived swapping vector (swapping integer) which is shared between only the source and destination nodes. It also makes it difficult for the adversary to even verify if it succeeded in properly guessing the tag position or not. This scheme doesn't have any significant extra overhead than creating and communicating the tags compared to its peer schemes other than the requirement of sharing the secret swapping vector. Otherwise, the overhead due to creation of tags is same as that of KEPTE and the verification overhead is only (m + n + N ) because in this scheme only one tag is verified per receiving node.
Esfahani et. al. also proposed dual MAC-based security schemes to prevent pollution attacks in network coded environment in a series of works [82] , [83] . Both data pollution attack and tag pollution attacks are addressed in the works. Initially, they proposed a dual HMAC scheme [82] which utilizes a set of MACs to ensure the integrity of the packet and another set of authentication codes called D-MACs calculated over the MACs to protect them from tag modification attacks. A c-cover free based key distribution system is in place to ensure pollution detection even if multiple nodes are compromised. This also ensures that in the worst case, a pollution attack will be detected at c − 1 hopes later. However, the dual HMAC scheme can still be vulnerable to a dual-tag pollution attack with considerable probability. To address this issue, they also incorporated an idea from MacSig to their work and signs the tags attached to each packet. Thus an efficient HMAC scheme is proposed in [83] where MACs, D-MACs and a signature over them are combined to provide a secure network coded environment. The cover free based key distribution scheme helps to protect the system against a coalition of adversaries. It also reduces the computations required to verify the tags at intermediate and destination nodes. In the improved HMAC scheme, the verification process requires l +l exponentiations to verify the signature and l × (m + n + 1) multiplications to verify MACs and l'(l + 1) multiplications to verify the D-MACs. The number of tags depends directly on the collision resistance value c and other security parameters. For the simulations they have considered three different values 27,42, and 54 where each tag is of size |log 2 p| bits. However, chances of malicious packets travelling some hopes still exist with this approach. Further, since not all tags are verified at each node, the communication overhead incurred by the protocol is not being utilized to its maximum in terms of security. Table 1 gives a summary of the subsection.
B. INFORMATION THEORETIC APPROACHES
In a series of works [84] , [85] , S. Jaggi et.al proposes rate optimal, information theoretic based network codes. Authors try to address the issue of Byzantine adversaries trying to inject malicious packets to a multicast network coded system. They propose polynomial time algorithms to prevent a malicious node from injecting corrupted packets. In [85] , different types of network and adversary models are studied and tested whether the proposed scheme is capable of achieving the optimal rate. The optimal rates for the networks are determined under different assumptions and adversary capabilities. Against the strongest, omniscient adversary, the proposed scheme achieves a rate of C − 2z 0 with encoding/decoding complexity in the order of nC 3 where C is the network capacity, n is the length of each packet and z 0 is the number of packets the adversary can inject. The error-correcting codes proposed by Jaggi. et.al were few of the initial works in the direction of information theoretic approaches against pollution attacks. Secure Practical netwOrk Coding (SPOC) [86] was a lightweight security scheme based on the idea of locked coefficients attached to the packets. Vilela et.al. explain about this scheme as an extension of the shared secret model explained in [85] . However, they discard the use of a separate secure channel for sharing the secret by attaching a few locked coefficients to the native packets. Few of the coefficients generated at the source node will be encrypted with a secret key shared only between the source nodes and destination nodes (this needs to be done only once and expected to happen offline or before the beginning of communication process) and these are called locked coefficients and other coefficients which are not encrypted are called unlocked coefficients. Intermediates nodes operate on the received packets without any distinction between the coefficients. Thus when a packet reaches the sink node, then the unlocked coefficients will be used to decode the locked coefficients and then decrypt it with the pre-shared key. Then the decoding matrix is computed and the original packets can be decoded. The scheme ensures that decoding of original packets are not possible without decrypted values of the locked coefficients and thus ensures the integrity of packets received at the sink node. They eliminated the separate secret sharing channel required to carry the hash for each generation at the expense of a onetime pre-shared key which can be performed even offline with an extra computational overhead of encrypting some of the coefficients which in the third order of generation size. However, like most of the other non-cryptographic approach, SPOC also detects the pollution attacks only at the sink node.
DART and EDART [55] schemes are time asymmetric based integrity schemes against pollution attack. They use time asymmetric based checksums to ensure the received packets are genuine. It also enables detection of corrupted packets at intermediate nodes which is very rare in noncryptographic protocols against pollution attacks. In DART protocol, checksums are created at the source on the generation of packets using efficiently computed random linear transformations and attached with time stamps. Every forward node in the system will verify the received packets only if they also receive a checksum confirming the authenticity of already received packets. Only verified packets are used for encoding at a forwarding node so that polluted packets won't be propagated further. However, this accounts for a delay at each node for verifying a sufficient number of packets before forwarding. EDART is proposed to reduce this delay with an optimistic forwarding. In EDART scheme, the nodes farther from the attacker will forward the packets without waiting for verification where nodes near to attacker will verify the packets with checksum before forwarding. Every node will initially start with forwarding mode and any node detecting a mismatch in checksum will shift to verify mode. Nodes following a verify node will decide the delay and forward timings depending on the security parameters and pollution frequency detected. This scheme was computationally much simpler compared to any cryptographic scheme but not suitable for the delay-intolerant systems. The slight computational overhead of 5 signatures per second for the source node is due to creation of checksums and these checksums also account for a 18 kbps bandwidth overhead per forwarder node.
SpaceMac [87] by Anh Le and Athina Markopoulou consider an expanding subspace and extend homomac [65] to prevent both data pollution and tag pollution attack. Further, they enforce cooperative security along with a controller to exactly locating the malicious node making it a hybrid scheme capable of not only detecting pollution attacks, but also locating the adversary nodes. Spacemac considers the network with the parent-child cooperation to enable security. Any node N will be enforced to create its sending packets only from the packets it received from its parent nodes. This is enforced by the cooperation of parents and children of N. Since the parent nodes are able to sign over the subspace from which a node can create the packets, Spacemac can be applied to extending subspaces. Since every node will check the tags attached to the received packets, tag pollution attack won't have adversary effect on Spacemac because packets with corrupted tags won't travel any further in the network. Further, with a central controller and cooperation of all the nodes, Spacemac identifies the exact location of the attacker also. However, the central controller needs to know the complete network topology which may not be the case with a wireless network. Also, the active collusion of adjacent adversary nodes can win over the spacemac security scheme and it provides vulnerability if a particular area is compromised by a strong adversary. The combined detection and locating scheme of SpaceMac has a bandwidth overhead of (3 + λ)|log 2 P| bits as tags attached to the packets and computational cost of (3 + d + λ)(n + 2m) + w per packet per receiving node, where λ is the total number of tags attached to the packet, d is the number of tags verified by that node and w is the average number of packets.
VI. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT STATE OF THE ART APPROACHES IN INTEGRITY SCHEMES
Pollution attacks in network coding enabled environment need to be addressed very carefully. It is necessary to detect the attack in the earliest possible point. Both information theoretic and cryptographic methods are proposed to solve this problem and many of them are analyzed above. This section provides an analysis of these schemes in general and discusses the pros and cons of different approaches. It also discusses the differences between homomorphic signaturebased and homomorphic MAC based schemes separately. This analysis and comparison are made with the concern of using network coding for 5G deployments in a mobile small cell environment [9] . Thus the main points of analysis include the latency, energy efficiency, and bandwidth optimization.
Information theoretic approaches can be considered as the least complex solutions against pollution attacks. These approaches do not require complex computations but the stress on specific characteristics of the system to ensure security. Most of these schemes allow detection of polluted packets only in the sink node. It also requires a secret shared between only the source and destination most of the time. Another approach of information theoretic solutions depends on time asymmetry. In such protocols, detection of polluted packets depends on the time latency and extra symbols attached with the message. This approach is incurring latency in communication. Further, the synchronization of the whole system becomes an inherent criterion for these schemes. Another stream in which non-cryptographic approaches against pollution attacks is based on the cooperation of neighbouring nodes. However, these approaches are never been completely non-cryptographic. It is mostly like a hybrid approach, where some characteristics and cooperation of the network is used to enforce the cryptographic techniques in an efficient way. Approaches like RIPPLE [71] and Spacemac [87] are examples for this. In essence, we can say that even though non-cryptographic approaches to prevent pollution attacks are computationally efficient, they require specific conditions to be satisfied and mostly inefficient in timely detection of polluted packets.
When it comes to cryptographic approaches, they can be divided broadly into homomorphic signature-based approach and homomorphic message authentication code based approach. The first type depends on asymmetric keys while the latter one depends on symmetric keys. With the basic principle of network coding, the packets may not be the same as sent by the source but a linear combination of the original packets, any computations over the packet to ensure integrity will also require verification of the linear combination of original data. Thus, homomorphic schemes are essential for cryptographic integrity schemes in network coding. Further, this forces to have more computations and more extra bits added to the packets for security. However, depending on the key distribution schemes, pollution attacks can be more efficiently stopped by these schemes at the nearest benign node. Detecting polluted packet at the nearest benign node is of utmost importance. Otherwise, it will degrade the performance of the system by affecting more packets and flows down its way. In terms of latency, cryptographic techniques don't impose any latency as part of its security mechanism; but, the computations will take some time. However, this computational delay depends on the computational capabilities of devices and small compared to the inherent delay for security purpose in the information theoretic based approaches. Still, the key distribution can cause a longer initial delay in setting up the system. Considering the bandwidth requirements, cryptography-based integrity schemes always depend on some cryptographic functions performed over the message and require the proper communication of these computed values as well. This overhead is unavoidable, but need to be kept to a minimum.
Let's analyze the difference between homomorphic signature and homomorphic MAC based schemes now. As already mentioned the public key based homomorphic signature schemes and secret key based homomorphic MAC schemes are two different directions of cryptographic integrity schemes in network coding. Both approaches have their own pros and cons. In most cases, the signature based schemes require more costly computation for the verification compared to MAC-based schemes. On the other hand, having a shared secret key between the source and receiving nodes requires more effort and efficient key distribution protocol compared to the public key management. Further, the MAC based approaches will have a larger bandwidth overhead due to the larger number of bits required to ensure security in the system. MAC-based approaches are also susceptible to tag pollution attacks in network coding. One solution to this problem is multiple levels of tags. However, it may not be suitable because it is again susceptible and increase the computational and bandwidth overhead considerably. Another direction of research to protect network coded networks from tag pollution attack leads to the hybrid cryptographic schemes. In such cases, eg: MacSig [73] , a combination of homomorphic MACs and homomorphic signatures are both used to ensure security. This approach finds a better trade-off between the computational complexity and communication complexity without providing any security flaw. Thus finding efficient cryptographic integrity schemes could lead to secure network coding enabled mobile small cells.
VII. SECURE NETWORK CODING ENABLED MOBILE SMALL CELLS
Proceeding further from the state of the art integrity schemes, we are looking at the integrity schemes for network coding enabled mobile small cells, shown in fig. 7 . Since the whole idea of a future network involves low latency high resilient mobile network, the cryptographic approaches look like a better match to the system. Nevertheless, it should also consider the energy efficiency of the schemes. Thus we are trying to extend and modify the existing approaches to be more efficient and secure using the characteristics of the proposed architecture. However, the existing schemes cannot be directly adapted to the mobile small cell environment. Most of them are studied in less dynamic network topology and the complexity of these schemes increases exponentially with scaling. Further, most of the schemes require a preinstallation phase of key sharing which is hard to achieve in the highly dense and dynamic network conditions. In the existing homomorphic MAC based approaches, the security against a coalition of malicious users or a set of compromised nodes in an area is always depending on this key generation schemes. On the other hand, the future networks provide some support to the integrity schemes and help to reduce computational complexity and bandwidth overhead of the existing schemes. BBU pools and SDN based small cell management [88] , [89] are such domains which can be used to develop more secure and suitable integrity schemes for 5G mobile small cells.
We propose two initial integrity schemes which suit with the proposed system architecture of 5G small cells, shown in fig 7. The first scheme is utilizing a central unit to ensure secure sharing of tags while the second proposal considers a more distributed network environment. Both the schemes are following the homomorphic MACs for ensuring the integrity of the packets in transition and utilize the network architecture to ensure the MACs are securely shared with all the nodes. Further, these schemes ensure inter small cell communications inside a macro cell happens smoothly by making the information available over the macro cell. These two schemes are explained and the security schemes are analyzed in the following subsections.
A. CENTRALIZED TAG SHARING APPROACH FOR SECURE NC AWARE SMALL CELLS
The first proposal [90] discusses a secure integrity scheme for the small cells where the centralized SDN controller is used for tag sharing. This scheme uses homomorphic MACs to ensure the integrity of the packets and use a central unit as a secure way of sharing these tags with all the participating nodes. Even though the proposed scheme follows Homomac [65] for tag creations, it also tries to reduce the key size by creating the tags on native packets instead of augmented packets. Further, this scheme also tries to ensure the network is secure against pollution attacks and colluding malicious users. The proposed scheme is explained below in four steps. 1) Initialization: The MACs or tags are created using symmetric key-based cryptography. The source node and the receiver nodes share the same set of secret keys to ensure tag creation and verification respectively. These secret keys need to be securely shared between all the nodes. A Key Distribution Center (KDC) is usually present in the system as we discussed earlier. However, this process can be done prior to the starting of actual communication. A set of keys, K s , where each key K i consists of n + 1 symbols will be pre-distributed. This key size is depending solely on the symbol size of the native packets, not the augmented packets, which makes it smaller compared to other existing schemes like HMAC and MacSig. Further, we reduce the requirement of any particular key sharing scheme and allow all the participating nodes to have the same set of symmetric keys to create and verify the tags. Additionally, each node will have its own public-private key pair to create digital signatures whenever necessary. The public keys will be distributed all over the network with the help of KDC.
2) Tag generation: Tag generation in this scheme is based on the homomorphic tag generation scheme explained in Homomac [65] . However, the tags are generated directly on the native packets by the source node, even before the augmentation process starts. This reduces the key size and also the number of computations required. A tag is created as per the equation
Since the packets are usually transmitted as generations, lets say of size m, each generation will have an overhead of L × m number of tags. These tags will be also sent to the central unit via a secure channel by the source node along with its signature and the generation number. The central unit stores these tags and passes it to the other nodes whenever requested. This helps for the additional verification that ensures the tags are not modified during the transition. 3) Verification: The participating nodes verifies the integrity of the packets using the verification algorithm 1 whenever it receives a packet through the communication channel. This verification process happens in two steps. As soon as a generation of packets is received, the verifier node will check for the corresponding entry of tags in the central unit using the source ID and generation number. The authenticity of these entries can be verified using the signature associated with it. Then these tags will be compared with the tags received along with the packets. However, the tags in the central unit are without any encoding but the tags received would have undergone the encoding process. To perform this comparison, the tags retrieved from the central unit will be multiplied by the coefficients matrix associated with the received packets. This check will ensure that the tags are not modified during the transition (ie, no tag pollution attack) other than the network coding operations. Afterwards, the node can verify the integrity of packets using the keys available with it, similar to the tag verification process in any of the homomorphic MAC based scheme. To perform this, the verifier node will try to recreate the tags over the received packet using the secret keys it holds. This step ensures that there is no data pollution attack. Once the generation passes the verification process successfully, at the intermediate node, it will be re-encoded and transmitted further or decoded at the destination node. Otherwise, a pollution attack is detected and the packets will be dropped. 4) Re-encoding: The re-encoding process in this scheme is very much similar to the general RLNC re-encoding. The intermediate nodes do not recreate the tags, but simply consider them as part of the packet and re encode as any other packet symbol. Since the tags are generated and attached to the native packets at the source node, the intermediate nodes do not differentiate tags from other symbols of the normal packet. This also reduces the computational complexity at the intermediate nodes.
Thus the re-encoding of packets in this scheme is simply the multiplication of the verified packets with the locally generated coefficients.
1) SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section analyses how the proposed scheme ensures protection against pollution attacks using the central controller.
The security scheme is analyzed over a butterfly network in a small cell environment, supported by a central controller, like an SDN system, as shown in fig. 8 . Before proceeding to the security analysis, it is necessary to define the capabilities of the adversary node. Step 5: if MAC algorithm output matches with the tags retrieved from central unit then 1 ←− Return else 0 ←− Return key set available to the node as well as decode and analyze the original packets and tags attached to them given that enough number of packets are received at the node. Thus the adversary has strong knowledge over the messaging scheme. Further, we consider a situation in which the attacker could compromise more than one node in a neighbourhood and perform a coordinated attack. However, the direct connection from the central unit to each node in the network nullify any additional advantages achieved by such mass compromising of nodes since the security systems at the immediate benign node will be able to detect and discard polluted packets.
1) Data Pollution Attacks:
The adversary tries to modify the content of the packet and forward the message to the neighbouring nodes. This pollutes the corrupted packet instantly and with further alterations pollutes more and more genuine packets. This points to the necessity of finding out the corrupted packet at the earliest possible instant and prevent it from mixing with other benign packets. In our scheme, a two-level verification of tags ensures that the data pollution attacks are detected efficiently at the immediate genuine node receiving a polluted packet. Since the receiving node already has the key set used to create the tags, it can check whether the tags are genuine to the corresponding message part in the received codeword. However, since the adversary also has the keyset available from the compromised node, it may have forged the tag for the corrupted message and attach it to the packet. Thus a strong adversary can pass the first verification. However, the second level of verification is matching the tags received in the code word with the corresponding tags retrieved from the central controller. If the adversary has to pass this verification, it needs to forge a corrupted packet which will give exactly the same tag as the original packet. That is the same as finding another symbol in the symbol space of the original packet such that the MAC generation will result in the same tag for both the corrupted and original packets. This can be considered as a probability of 1/q, where q is the field size. Further, if there are L tags that will be checked, then it needs to satisfy all these tags and then the probability of creating a corrupted packet that will pass the verification test is 1/q L . In practical cases, q = 2 8 and L = 8 give a very satisfactory level of protection against the data pollution attacks. 2) Tag Pollution Attacks: Tag Pollution attacks are a serious problem faced by the homomorphic hash/MAC based security schemes in network coded environment. In such cases, the tags created and attached to the original benign packets are altered by the adversary intermediate nodes. Then these packets will travel till it will detect an altered tag and discarded. Such attacks create two serious issues; network resource underutilization and dropping of genuine packets. Thus it is necessary to detect the tag pollution attack at the immediate neighbouring benign node and further process the transaction of genuine packets. This is ensured in our scheme using the secure communication of tags to the central unit and its a comparison. The authenticity of the entries in the central unit is verified using the signature attached to it.
Comparing the corresponding tags in the received packet with those retrieved from the central unit results in the detection of tag pollution attack. In case of the detection of a tag pollution attack, that node can check whether the content is still the same by creating tags for the packet and comparing with the tags retrieved from the central unit and proceed with the communication after marking a warning against the malicious node. By this way, the network resource wastage and unnecessary dropping of genuine packets can be tackled. It is ensured that this detection of pollution attacks happen at the immediate benign node in the system after adversary. However, the reporting process is efficient against only the last adversary node, even if there is more than one compromised node.
However, this approach requires a central controller to facilitate the scheme. Additionally, secure communication between this central controller and the nodes so that the tags are not changed during this transition. Even though the network of small cells may be supported by an SDN or central unit in the cloud, it may be a better idea to look for a more distributed approach for ensuring the secure communication of tags. From this perspective, a distributed blockchain like architecture for tag sharing is proposed. This is an extension of the central unit based approach which also gives an easily scalable system of secure network coding enabled mobile small cells.
B. DISTRIBUTED BLOCKCHAIN BASED APPROACH FOR SECURE NC AWARE SMALL CELLS
A distributed ledger, like a blockchain, can be used to store and share the tags with the participating nodes to avoid the issues like central point of vulnerability and requirement of a secure communication channel for all nodes with the central unit. In [91] , a blockchain based integrity scheme for 5G deployments is proposed. This scheme is more elaborated and extended in [92] to adapt to the small cell environment and handle the overhead to maintain the blockchain in an efficient way. Source node will create a candidate block that consist of the tags it generated along with the source ID and generation number. These candidate block will be stored in the blockchain once it is verified and available to other interested participants to access afterwards. This scheme proposes bighchainDB [93] , a blockchain like distributed database to be used as a means for sharing the tags in the network. BigchainDB provides a blockchain like secure database, distributed over different nodes. It also provides a very fast and energy efficient block verification scheme which makes it suitable for the use in 5G related applications. Further, the data stored in bigchainDB can be accessed using the metadata, in our case source ID and generation number, by query service. They use a byzantine fault tolerance algorithm based on proof of stake concept to verify the blocks which makes it energy efficient and fast. The overhead of this verification process is distributed over the small cell heads [92] and thus avoid the requirement of signatures by the source node, reducing the computational complexity at the source node. This proposed architecture is shown in fig 9. Adversary Model: The vulnerable points in the network are the intermediate nodes. An adversary can have control over a compromised intermediate node. We expect the adversary can completely utilize the abilities of the compromised node to create pollution attacks. In that case, a compromised node will have knowledge of the key set K s , A received packet C i , and it can also view the original tags of the native message. As we consider it receives enough number of codewords from a generation before transmitting, it can also decode and see the native message. Thus the adversary has a strong knowledge.
1) SECURITY ANALYSIS
Here we discuss how our proposed scheme is secure against pollution attacks. Our security scheme is experimented against both data pollution attacks and tag pollution attacks. 1) Data pollution attacks: In data pollution attacks, the adversary will try to corrupt the message and still try to pass the message. In our scheme, there are two processes in verification. The tags in the received codeword should match with the tags in the blockchain and it should be matched with the tags created from the corresponding packet part in the message. Since adversary has the keys used for creating the tags locally, it can easily make the tags for its own message without any difficulties. However, here the adversary has to find out such a message which will also create the tags same as the one with the original message since the tags in the received message will be checked with the original tags created at the source. Thus the probability of adversary producing a corrupted packet P i satisfying this condition is the probability of a data pollution attack to succeed.
If the adversary has to create such a message, then it has to change at least one symbol of the packet's content which will again satisfy the MAC algorithm with the modified packet, i.e, MAC(P i , K s ) = MAC(P i , K s ). Thus the probability of succeeding in data pollution attack is equal to the probability of finding a symbol from the field of Packet P i which equals q = 2 8 . However, we have L tags, thus the probability of succeeding the complete security check becomes 1/q L which is negligible. Thus we can say that the proposed scheme is secure against the data pollution attack with a probability of 1/q L chance of vulnerable to data pollution attack. It shows we are achieving much better security compared to MacSig [73] and Dual HMAC [83] at the expense of a lesser number of keys. It should be further noted that even if an adversary tries to forge only the coefficient part of the packet, then also our scheme will be able to detect it. This is facilitated by considering the coefficients received while comparing the received tags with the tags retrieved from the blockchain. 2) Tag pollution attacks: The security of our scheme against tag pollution attack is dependent on the concept of blockchain to securely compare with the received tags with providing the ability to create and testing the tags for received message to the node itself. Since all the nodes already have the key set available locally, they can verify whether the tags attached to each coded packet is valid or not. Further, if they check it with the original tags retrieved from blockchain, it can decide if there is tag pollution or not. If the tags in the received packet do not match with the tags received, but matches with the original tags received from the blockchain, a tag pollution attack is detected. However, in such cases, a benign node can create a warning in the system against the malicious node and continue with the recoding since the message matched with the original tag.
This integrity scheme uses homomorphic MACs to protect the network from pollution attacks. It also ensures that any attempt to pollute the data in transition or to reduce the efficiency of the network by tag pollution attack is detected at the earliest genuine node. The performance analysis of this scheme is performed for computational complexity, communicational overhead and latency induced by the integrity scheme. The computational complexity of the proposed scheme is has mainly two parts. The first one is due to the creation and verification of the homomorphic MACs by the source and other nodes while the other part of complexity arises from the block verification process of the blockchain. However, as shown in the architecture, the blocks are verified by the small cell heads and distributed among them [92] , this block verification overhead is not being considered in the analysis of performance analysis of participating nodes. However, the authors acknowledge that this verification process is based on PoS based byzantine fault tolerance algorithm which does not require a hard and exhaustive computation of hashes and this overhead is not being considered because it may not be incurred by any participating node directly, but only by the small cell head which is expected to be a computationally stronger participant in that small cell. An extensive study of the blockchain incurred overheads is expected to be a part of the future works proposed in this paper. On the other hand, the computational overhead due to tag creation and verification in this proposed scheme is less compared to the some of the recent and well known integrity schemes discussed in previous section [73] , [83] . The computational overhead is measured in terms of the number of required finite field multiplications. The tags are being created over the native packets of length n, and L(n+1) multiplications are required to create or verify L tags. Thus the overhead due to the tag creation and verification over each participating node is L(n+1), a function of only the number of tags used and the original packet size. All participating nodes can verify all the tags attached to the packets and ensure that the probability of an adversary breaking the integrity scheme is limited to a maximum of 1/q L where q is the field size.
The bandwidth overhead of the integrity scheme is based solely on the number of tags. Each tag adds |log 2 q| bits. Further, these tags are added to the blockchain and retrieved by every node for verification. This makes the bandwidth overhead over the communication channel as L ×|log 2 q| bits and the overhead due to communications with the blockchain is approximately L × |log 2 q| bits per node. Further, the key storage space required by the proposed scheme is comparatively smaller since we do not require a large key sets at any node. Also the size of a single key is reduced to n + 1 where n is the size of the original packet. The proposed schemes doesn't depend on the neighbourhood of any node in deciding it's security and similarly avoid the requirement for large key sets to be stored in the nodes. A detailed performance evaluation and comparative study of these overheads are mentioned in [91] . These improvements in the integrity schemes make it more suitable for the 5G small cell environment. Also it helps in smooth scaling of the system to a dense small cell network. This work marks the initial step to build an RLNC based secure 5G network.
The blockchain verification incurs some latency to the system. Current simulations using bigchainDB requires a minimum time gap of one second between validation of blocks. However, multiple candidate blocks that are produced during this time period, called collection period, will be validated together. Once the blocks are verified then it will be available for all other nodes to access. Thus the latency will be only applicable to the first hope and it has the upperbound of one second. However, different blockchain based architectures [94] , [95] can be studied and analysed to achieve better results. It is also planned to extend the work to address more security challenges in the network coded systems. Further improvements in the underlying blockchain concept to reduce the complexity and overhead due to block validation is also planned as an extension to the work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The network coding enabled mobile small cells can potentially be an answer to the ultra-reliable, high throughput requirements that the 5G world requires. However, to utilize the potential of this system completely, it needs to be a secure system against internal and external malicious users. Even though network coding provides inherent weak security against some of the common threats, it also comes with specific and new challenges like pollution attacks. Due to the characteristics of network coding, mixing of packets on the fly, it also requires different integrity schemes than the ones being used widely now. Basic encryption and decryption schemes will not work with the network coding environment since the packets undergo alterations on the go. From a cryptographic point of view, homomorphic schemes could address this scenario through homomorphic message authentication codes or homomorphic signature schemes. However, it also needs to be supported by proper key distribution schemes. This paper discusses different existing integrity schemes for network coding secure against pollution attacks. It studies the major classification of the schemes and compares the advantages and disadvantages of them considering the environment of a wireless mobile network. We understand that the scalability of the previous integrity schemes are limited and may not be suitable for the dense networks that will form the future wireless environment. Thus specific studies are done on the two major proposals for a secure network coding enabled mobile small cell environment. These schemes based on a central controller or a distributed blockchain like ledger could provide better performance in the cooperated small cell system. Further, the computational and communication overheads are reduced considerably on the expense of using the available resources as the cloud-based central controller in [90] and at the expense of a lightweight ethereum based blockchain ledger in [91] . However, these studies are still going through the validation phase. It needs to be verified and validated against different 5G use cases to ensure the theoretical advantage also accounts for similar results in a practical scenario. As soon as the security challenges are addressed, the network coded cooperation of small cells could be playing an integral role in meeting the stringent throughput requirements that the 5G paradigm demands, securely and efficiently.
